Chapter 19
The Migration

“Then the Great empire of the Anti-Christ will begin in the Atlai Mountains and Xerxes will descend with
great and innumerable numbers, so that the Holy Spirit, starting from the 48th degree, will make a
migration, chased out by the abomination of the Anti-Christ, who will make war against the Royal Pope,
the Great Vicar of Jesus Christ, and against his Church, whose reign will be for a time, and to the end of
time, and it will be preceded by an eclipse of the Sun, the longest and most dismal and gloomy since the
creation of the World until the death and passion of Jesus Christ, and it will be in the month of October
that the great translation will be made, and it will be such that one will think the gravity of the Earth will
have lost its natural movement and it will be plunged into the abyss of perpetual darkness, in the
springtime there will be omens, and afterwards extreme changes….” (1)
In the previous chapter we noted that Italy would receive gifts of “fire and sword” and “cannon shot” for
“New Years gifts”. Note that the above passage, from Nostradamus’ “Letter to King Henry” mentions
that “it will be in the month of October that the great translation will be made”. If these two dates are
in the same year, and that seems likely, the final chapter will be written only ten months later.
Century 5 Quatrain 22
22
Before the great one has given up the ghost at Rome,
Great terror for the foreign army:
The ambush by squadrons near Parma,
Then the two red ones will celebrate together.

Here we are given the prelude to the migration. The “foreign army” is the invading Islamic Army, and
this is one instance of some serious resistance showing up. It appears that a well executed ambush was
set up by the “two red ones”. We mentioned in an earlier chapter that most commentators feel that this
reference is about two cardinals, because the first line seems to indicate the Pope. This could be, but I
think it unlikely since we see no indications of any military leanings in the Curia at the moment. More
likely it refers to the “two brothers”, Redbeard and “the Chief of England” in chapter 15.
In line one we get the first indication that the Pope at the time will be murdered in Rome. We covered
the Third Secret of Fatima earlier, so I will not introduce that here, but the events covered in that third
prophecy appear to be fulfilled here. What is also fulfilled at this time is the Islamic prophecy of the
slaying of the “Dajjal”. This results in an anticlimax for Islamic prophecy as well, since murdering the
Pope does not bring about the immediate capitulation of the West, they still have many years of fighting
ahead.

Century 5 Quatrain 46
46
Quarrels and new schism by the red hats
When the Sabine will have been elected:

They will produce great sophism against him,
And Rome will be injured by those of Alba.

Okay, the exact placement of this one is not clear. It could be about the election of a Pope just before
Rome is razed, meaning the Pope mentioned in the 5:22 Quatrain is this one, or it could mean that
another Pope is elected after the death of the Pope in 5:22 (see next quatrain). This Pope will be very
controversial, causing quarrels and divisions (schism) within the church. Someone, likely the Curia (“the
red hats”) will give great orations and speeches against the Pope.
The only clear part of this quatrain is the end in line four. “Alba” is Albania, and we have seen that
Albania is currently under complete control of the Islamic Army. Earlier we saw that it would be “light
horses” (a cavalry unit) from Albania that attacks Rome.

Century 2 Quatrain 93
93
Very near the Tiber presses Death:
Shortly before great inundation:
The chief of the ship taken, thrown into the bilge:
Castle, palace in conflagration.

The Tiber River runs directly through Rome. Castel San Angelo and the Vatican are directly on the
western banks. The river runs roughly north and south, so if “Death” presses “near the Tiber” then it
most likely means the attacking Islamic army is on the east side, with the river the only defensive
feature.
We have spoken of the meaning of “floods” in Nostradamus before, here is another example. The
“inundation” (flood) that is about to befall Rome is a flood of invaders, not a flood of water. The “Chief
of the Ship” is probably a symbol of the Pope, who is “captain” of the “ship” of the church. Here
however he is “thrown into the bilge”. Since the previous part of this quatrain is symbolic, there is no
reason why this line should not be as well.
“…Modern vessels usually use electric bilge pumps controlled by automated bilge switches. Bilge
coatings are applied to protect the bilge surfaces. The water that collects is often noxious, and "bilge
water" or just "bilge" has thus become a derogatory colloquial term used to refer to something bad,
fouled, or otherwise offensive…” [2]
So we see this is a derogatory term for something offensive, which Islam certainly thinks the Pope is.
I see little reason to interpret this in such a way that the Pope is thrown into an actual ship, there are
just too many water references in this quatrain, I think it is done just to provide a common symbol in
each line.
The last line indicates the destruction of Rome, as the “castle” is the Castel San Angelo and the “Palace”
is the Vatican. The Papacy no longer has a home in Italy.
Other items not mentioned, but are within a mile or so of here, are the Coliseum, the Circus Maximus,
sixteen museums, and eight antique art galleries. These will become distant memories.

Century 5 Quatrain 62
One will see
Sun in the
Near Orgon war,
Ships sunk to

62
blood to rain on the rocks,
East, Saturn in the West:
at Rome great evil to be seen,
the bottom, taken by Trident.

Nothing new here, just a general overview of the current situation. “Orgon” was in southern France, as
we have seen, there have been raids and attacks along the southern coast. The “great evil” at Rome is
the burning of Papal home and the destruction of antiquities. The “ships sunk to the bottom” could be
Allied ships, possibly French or American or NATO, since they will be the only remaining operating naval

fleets at the time. Then again, the quatrain is very unclear, and these ships could be the Islamic fleet of
motherships and swarmcraft. Taken by the “Trident” is interesting, since along with the connotation of
Neptune, God of the Sea, there is a connotation of another ship, the Ohio Class submarine, known as a
”Trident” since it carries 24 SLBM missiles.
The US has 14 Ohio Class subs equipped with “Trident” Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles, which are
nuclear devices. It has another 4 Ohio Class subs equipped with Guided Missiles. [4] While the US may
not be present in the Mediterranean at this time, there is another possibility, the UK has the Vanguard
Class submarine, also equipped with “Trident” SLBM’s. [3] The UK naval fleet would be expected to be
active here, especially with the involvement of NATO.
A speculative possible interpretation could be that this is the point where NATO realizes that submarine
warfare could be especially useful against the motherships, and tactical nukes could be effective against
the swarmcraft. If so, this would naturally lead the Madhi to explore the use of undersea nuclear
detonations to destroy the submarine fleet.

"Ohio-class submarine launches Tomahawk Cruise missiles (artist concept)"
by US Navy - http://www.navy.mil/view_image.asp?id=7901. Licensed under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ohio-class_submarine_launches_Tomahawk_Cruise_missiles_(artist_concept).jpg#/media/File:Ohioclass_submarine_launches_Tomahawk_Cruise_missiles_(artist_concept).jpg

Of course if the interpretation is that if the “ships sunk to the bottom” are Allied ships, then the
“Trident” must be in the hands of the Madhi. This is quite possible and may be hinted at in this
quatrain: Century 3 Quatrain 90 –
90
The great Satyr and Tiger of Hyrcania,
Gift presented to those of the Ocean:
A fleet's chief will set out from Carmania,
One who will take land at the Tyrren Phocaean.

Who is the “Great Satyr and Tiger of Hyrcania” ? There are only a few candidates. We can rule out the
White Turban, since he originates from the Yemen area, and “Hyrcania” is present day Iran. It could be
the Madhi, even though he originates in Mongolia, he seems to be in control of the Iranian army.
It could be “Black Bristle Beard” or the Black Turban as both seem to be largely naval commanders.
From the description we can read some of the symbolism. A “Satyr” is known for an insatiable sexual
appetite, and the appearance of being half human and half goat, and the “tiger” aspect reinforces this.
This brings to mind “horns”, “square pupils”, and a beast-like quality. Very much along the lines of the
descriptions (symbolism, not literal) of the “Beast” in the books of Daniel and Revelation. Being half
human, the satyr somewhat resembles the “Gryphon” motif common in the ancient Persian literature.

I would lean here towards “Black Bristle Beard”, only because we hear more of him throughout the
quatrains, and he must be very successful in his campaigns to endure for such a long time.
The point of this quatrain however, is in line two. The “gift” presented to “those of the ocean”. This is
something very valuable he gives to the Islamic Navy. We have already seen the incredible success the
Iranian “fast boats” are, now we have something equally devastating, a “Trident”.
It would be entirely possible for this commander, whoever he is, to capture an Ohio class Trident
capable submarine somewhere in the many countries that have been attacked. Any port in Italy, France,
Greece, Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, anywhere along the entire Mediterranean and beyond, since the canals
will link the Persian Gulf (I am sure there is one there) and the Black sea (another good possibility).
Carmania is in Iran on the Persian Gulf. It is here the fleet departs, so this is clearly an Islamic Naval fleet,
and the destination is given in the last line, the “Tyrren Phocean”, which designates the Tyrrenian Sea
west of Italy. “Phocea” is frequently used by Nostradamus as a code word for “Marseille” in France.
As if this wasn’t all bad enough, “There are currently approximately 180 US B61 bombs deployed in Europe at

six bases in five NATO countries: Belgium (Kleine Brogel AB), Germany (Buchel AB), Italy (Aviano AB and Ghedi AB),
the Netherlands (Volkel AB), and Turkey (Incirlik AB).” [13]

The B61-12 is a nuclear bomb capable of being dropped by medium bombers. Its yield is adjustable on
the bomb itself for 4 settings, from 0.3 to 50 kilotons. As a reference, the Hiroshoma bomb was 15
kilotons.

Needless to say, these would be in great demand by the Islamic armies, but the usefulness will be
limited. Keep in mind, the invading hordes will be made up of conscripts from overrun countries and
relatively ignorant Arab fighters. It is likely that these people will not be able to make the bombs
completely functional or lack the sophisticated delivery systems needed to deliver and detonate these
devices.
Due to the very few references by Nostradamus to nuclear explosions, some factor is clearly at work
greatly limiting the use of these devices, even if they are captured.

Century 4 Quatrain 98
98
Those of Alba will pass into Rome,
By means of Langres the multitude muffled up,
Marquis and Duke will pardon no man,
Fire, blood, smallpox no water the crops to fail.

Here is a short recap of the past events. The Albanians will sack Rome. Langres is in France, so it
appears there are French troops here, but what the remainder of the quatrain means, I am not sure.
The “Marquis” and “Duke” are references to the Madhi (Duke of Armenia) and the White Turban. We
also see a scorched earth policy in effect, from “pardon no man” (execute everyone) to fire (burning
Rome). There appears to be a drought at this point, this water reference does not apply to the ‘flood’ of
invaders. The “smallpox” reference is frightening.
Currently, the first world is not being inoculated against smallpox, as it is considered a dead disease.
Stores of smallpox virus are kept by governments for “research purposes” however, and it seems
someone will get their hands on some. This could be the “plague” that Nostradamus frequently
mentions in many of these quatrains.
8:99
99
Through the power of three temporal kings,
the sacred seat will be put in another place,
where the substance of the body and the spirit
will be restored and received as the true seat.

This is a fairly clear quatrain about the move, or “migration” of the Catholic Churches seat of earthly
power from the Vatican in Rome to “another place”. We have seen why this must be so, as Rome has
been attacked and pillaged by the Islamic invaders. Line two is very clear on this, and lines three and
four simply imply a consecration at the new location.
Line one is the interesting one. Who are the “three temporal kings”?
“Temporal” means belonging to the earthly dimension, so these would be literal rulers of countries.
Whoever they are, they have the power (and authority) to enable this move to happen. Obviously one

of the three must be the French Government, as they are one of the few remaining countries fighting
the Madhi, and we have seen that there were French troops defending Rome.
A good possibility of another “king” would be the government of Great Britain, who also has supplied
troops to assist the French. This leaves us debating who the third “king” might be.
There are a few possibilities here:
•

The Italian government. Even though Italy has been overrun, it is likely that the government
would try to flee the country and set up in a friendly country, such as France.

•

The “Chief of Scotland”. If Scotland is not considered as part of Great Britain, then it is possible
this could be another “king”.

•

Less likely, The United States. There is no indication that the US is involved militarily at this time,
but that does not rule out support from the administration, although what “power” and
authority the United States would have in these circumstances is questionable.

•

The Spanish government. This is another possibility. Like Italy, Spain may have a government-inexile, or maybe they are still in the country, since attacks up to this time have been
concentrated along the southern shore. This could find support in the quatrain below.

Century 5 Quatrain 49
49
Not from Spain but from ancient France
Will one be elected for the trembling bark,
To the enemy will a promise be made,
He who will cause a cruel plague in his realm.

Other than to indicate a new Pope will be elected, I’ve noticed most of the commentators avoid much of
this quatrain. The “trembling bark” (ship) represents the church, which is being attacked on all sides, so
the “elected” one must refer to a Pope. Here we are told that the Pope will be from France, not Spain,
which indicates that a Spanish candidate as well as a French one must be in contention. If the home of
the Pope is moved to France (we have not seen the evidence of this assumption yet), then it is not
surprising that the elected Pope is the French contender.
It is the last couplet that the commentators avoid. It sounds a bit like a non-aggression pact will be
made with the Madhi. What other promise could a replacement Pope make to the “enemy”? This could
be possible since the Pope that was murdered in Rome would be the “Dajjal” according to Islam. Maybe
the replacement is not seen as the same threat?
The last line may have a bearing on this matter, since it mentions a “cruel plague”. As we learned
previously, someone releases smallpox into the wild in Italy.

Maybe the “promise” is not to use nuclear weapons (the “Trident”) so the Madhi uses biological ones
instead? A difficult quatrain at the end.

Century 7 Quatrain 22
22
The citizens of Mesopotamia
angry with their friends from Tarraconne;
games, rites, banquets, every person asleep,
the vicar at Rhone, the city taken and those of Ausonia.

Here we are given a clue as to the location of the Popes’ new home. “Mesopotamia” is commonly
understood to mean “the land between two rivers”, and in ancient times was applied to the area
between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, in what is now Iraq. Since Iraq will be under the Islamic
Caliphate, “Mesopotamia” must be symbolic of a place between two rivers.
The last line names one of the rivers, the Rhone. It seems Spain is more interested in distracting its
people from the takeover of Italy. If “games” is representing the ‘running of the bulls’, then the timing
would place this in the summer season. This could be why the “citizens of Mesopotamia” are angry with
their Spanish (Terragona) friends.
The Rhone runs north and south through the eastern side of France. Apparently the Pope will be
relocated on this river where another river intersects it.
While there are a few rivers that intersect with the Rhone, one stands out as especially noteworthy.
Avignon sits at the confluence of the Rhone and Durance rivers.
Why this city?
In the 1300’s, when Italy was in a state of civil war, the Papacy moved to Avignon, France and stayed
there for almost 70 years. During that time, all the Popes were French. [5]
Note the proximity of Avignon to Marseille. It is about 45 miles Northwest, the main highway known as
the “A7” runs directly from Marseille to Avignon.

Century 7 Quatrain 30
30
The sack approaches, fire and great bloodshed.
Po the great rivers, the enterprise for the clowns;
after a long wait from Genoa and Nice,
Fossano, Turin the capture at Savigliano.

The Po river is in Italy. Genoa, Fossano, Turin, and Savigliano are all in Italy, they form a line from Genoa
north along Italy’s western border almost to France (Turin area). Nice is in France on the southern coast
next to Monaco, in the same general area as these other cities. This particular area appears to be in for
a large scale coordinated attack.
The word translated here as “clowns” is “bouviers”, which can also mean a ‘cowhand’.
This could refer to the fact that the invaders will have to pillage and loot to stay alive, as there will be no
food supply lines for these armies, hence the “sack” in line one. More on this in the next quatrain.
There is precedent for this translation, as the Amalekites who invaded Egypt at the end of the Middle
Kingdom were called “Shepherd Kings” , because they herded the looted animals with the advance of
the armies, bringing their food sources along as they moved. [14] [15]

Note that lower Italy is completely destroyed at this time. The only area of Italy left is in the northern
regions in the mountains.

Century 4 Quatrain 90
90
The two armies will be unable to unite at the walls,
In that instant Milan and Pavia to tremble:
Hunger, thirst, doubt will come to plague them very strongly
They will not have a single morsel of meat, bread or victuals.

The “two armies” appear to be on the same side from the context, not two opposing armies. This is
most likely the linkup point of the army of the White Turban with the Mahdi’s army. The White turbans
army has worked its way up the west coast of Italy then northward into northern Italy. The Mahdi’s
army has worked west from Germany and Belgium. They seem like they are lining up along the East
border of France at this time.
Milan is in northern Italy near the cities described in the previous quatrain, Pavia is just south of Milan.
This may be the indication that Milan is able to hold off being overrun.
This attack must take place just after the attack on Turin and Genoa for Milan and Pavia to be
“trembling”. Note the theme of hunger and thirst again. The invaders will be like a plague of locusts
(and Nostradamus describes them in just such terms), eating everything in sight. With infrastructure
disrupted, there will be no food, or fuel being delivered. How many people in these days can survive
without food from an outside source?
Not enough.

Century 3 Quatrain 75
75
Pau, Verona, Vicenza, Saragossa,
From distant swords lands wet with blood:
Very great plague will come with the great shell,
Relief near, and the remedies very far.

The cities mentioned here are in northern Italy and southwest France and Spain, so it appears we have
two fronts ongoing. We have been tracking the White Turbans’ move up the west coast of Italy and
inland, in the meantime attacks continue along the Spanish border in raids across the Mediterranean.
I would not have included this normally since it is a recap, but line three deserves some attention.
A “great shell” will contain a “very great plague”. This is clearly a biological weapon, probably
containing smallpox as we have covered previously. The last line seems to imply that help will arrive
soon, but the end of the war will still be far off.

For Nostradamus to envision a “great shell” in the mid 1500’s is quite remarkable. Artillery shells were
not used until the 17th century, according to Wikipedia, a full hundred years after Nostradamus wrote
this.
Century 2 Quatrain 72
72
Celtic army vexed in Italy
On all sides conflict and great loss:
Romans fled, O Gaul repelled!
Near the Ticino, Rubicon uncertain battle.

Another recap here, but we see that the invading Islamic army has pushed a bit further northwards. The
Ticino River runs north to south between Pavia and Milan which were mentioned earlier. The Rubicon
runs east to west just north of Ravenna, another city we have discussed much previously, and the initial
landing point for the Islamic army attacking from Albania.
It seems that at this point French troops will be fully committed in assisting the Italians, realizing that
they may well be next. The “Celtic” army is the French army, also referred to as “Gaul” in line three,
although the “Gauls” proper inhabited northern Italy during Roman times. The “Romans” are the
Italians, and the area around Rome was one of the last to fall. Any refugees will have “fled” into France
or the Alps to the north. Many will end up in Milan, as we shall see.

Flag of the Duchy of Milan and modern symbol of Insubria [6]

Century 7 Quatrain 15
15
Before the city of the Insubrian lands,
for seven years the siege will be laid;
a very great king enters it,
the city is then free, away from its enemies.

Here we have some further detail on this area and future events to occur here. Milan is in the heart of
the “Insubrian” lands. It seem that Milan is subject to an old fashioned siege by the invaders. How can
this happen in an age of missiles and artillery?
From what we have been reading about the battles along the rivers, it seems this should translate as
“surrounded” not put to “siege”. The enemies may in fact be quite a distance from the city limits,

especially considering the number of fleeing troops that would likely have escaped into Milan, so
defenders may in fact be plentiful. This “siege” is expected to last seven years.
It is unlikely that the Milanese would have stockpiled enough food, fuel, and weapons to fend off the
Islamic horde for that long. It is more likely that a resupply route may be possible north of the city
through the Alps. There is a large section of mountains immediately north of Milan, and little in the way
of road infrastructure through them. We also read of no battles or cities taken in this “mountain zone”,
so it appears the invaders prefer to stay out of the mountains.
We also read in lines three and four, that Milan will be freed when a “very great king” enters it. If this
man is actually king at the time, then this would be King Henry the Vth, King of France. It would also
mean he is coronated before the end of the war, since France has no king at the start of it. During the
period between, this man is likely a commander of the French Army.

With that parting note, we leave Italy, (excepting Milan) completely in the hands of the Madhi and the
Islamic State.

Century 6 Quatrain 81
81
Tears, cries and laments, howls, terror,
Heart inhuman, cruel, black and chilly:
Lake of Geneva the Isles, of Genoa the notables,
Blood to pour out, wheat famine to none mercy.

This is a fairly simple quatrain. Line three should have a few more commas to put it in context. “Lake of
Geneva”, “the Isles”, “Genoa”, and “the notables” are all separate items.
Geneva is the next target of the Madhi, and he wastes little time getting there. The “isles” are a
reference to all the conquered islands that the White Turban has taken, Malta, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica,
and the multitudes of Greek Islands.
“Genoa”, as we saw, was the scene of some pitched battles as the invaders boxed the resistance into
northern Italy.
“The Notables” would be signifying high officials in governments, who would also be fleeing for their
lives in every one of the countries overrun.
The last line should be punctuated this way, “wheat, famine, to none mercy”. With food in short
supply, there will be no prisoners. Every man, woman, and child will be killed. There will be no
distinction of “civilians” and “fighters” as we have come to expect since the end of World War two.
There will be no innocents.

Century 9 Quatrain 44
Leave,
Saturn
Raypoz
Before

44
leave Geneva every last one of you,
will be converted from gold to iron,
will exterminate all who oppose him,
the coming the sky will show signs.

Nostradamus leaves us here with this warning, flee Geneva!
We have already seen that Geneva was to be targeted next. I think the city holds some special
significance for the Madhi, and he has plans for revenge. Just a speculation on my part, but here is why.
“…Geneva is a global city, a financial center, and worldwide center for diplomacy due to the presence of
numerous international organizations, including the headquarters of many of the agencies of the United
Nations [7] and the Red Cross. [8] Geneva is the city that hosts the highest number of international
organizations in the world. [9] It is also the place where the Geneva Conventions were signed, which
chiefly concern the treatment of wartime non-combatants and prisoners of war….
…A 2009 survey by Mercer found that Geneva has the third-highest quality of life of any city in the world
(behind Vienna and Zurich for expatriates; it is narrowly outranked by Zurich). [10] The city has been
referred to as the world's most compact metropolis and the "Peace Capital". [11] In 2009 and 2011,
Geneva was ranked as, respectively, the fourth and fifth most expensive city in the world. [12] …”
So we have a target rich environment, similar to the twin towers as far as symbolism goes.
•

Financial Center

•

Center for Diplomacy

•

United Nations Agency Headquarters

•

The Red Cross (wow, the Madhi must really hate that one…)

•

The Home of the Geneva Conventions on the Rules of War and Prisoners of War…

•

The Peace Capital !

•

Expensive city equals luxury goods!

Yes, Geneva will attract the Madhi’s full attention. As a symbol of all this, it must not simply be
destroyed, it must be “exterminated”.
There are about 480,000 people living in Geneva, as well as tens of thousands of temporary residences
for diplomats and government personnel. No doubt they may feel some safety there, after all, the
Mahdi has not attacked Switzerland yet. I think this attack will come as a surprise to those living there.
Let’s examine the rest of the quatrain.
“Saturn” is used in the astrological meaning, the “Scythe bearer” we know as “Father Time”. In typical
Nostradamus style, he has hidden other meanings here as well. We have seen that the war is to last
“less than one revolution of Saturn”. Here he is indicating that this refers to the same event. It seems his
second line is to mean “time will turn luxuries (gold) (wealth) into war (iron)”.
“Raypoz” is probably an anagram for a thing or person. I have not seen a suitable explanation for it yet.
Whatever or whoever it is will be the factor that “exterminates” Geneva.
Geneva has a special sign reserved for it however, which we see in the last line. Apparently something of
significance will be seen in the sky. Some think this may be a natural event, such as a meteor shower,
but it may be as simple as missile attacks or air attacks on nearby cities.

So we leave Geneva, and many of the world’s great treasures in the hands of the Islamic Army, and we
leave Switzerland in shock.
Italy has fallen, Spain and France have been attacked, and it seems that no one is safe from the army
that resembles a “plague”.
The Pope has moved into France while conducting some sort of secret agreement or treaty with the
invaders, English troops are helping the French troops but are stretched too thin to hold at any given
point.
Everyone, from troops to peasants, will be facing starvation and lack of basic sanitation. All industry and
transportation will be halted. Power will likely be nonexistent.
We will have gone back in time 200 years….
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